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Gallium nitride (GaN) semiconductor devices have the potential to improve the efficiency of direct energy conversion and indirect energy conversion isotope batteries, making available long-lived power sources. However, knowledge of the details of electron transport when GaN is exposed to higher-energy electrons typical of beta emission by tritium is needed. A model of a GaN betavoltaic (βV) device was simulated using Silvaco ATLAS device simulation software. Numerical calculations are compared to experimental results obtained from prior experimental parameter studies of a GaN P-u-N diode. The device efficiency and maximum power point with respect to different energy electron beams of the experiment and simulation are then compared to verify the model. The simulation results match with the results of the measured βV device. The GaN simulation model developed can be used to verify the fundamental material characteristics of the as-grown GaN, understand the design challenges, and optimize the efficiency of the βV process in different GaN device structures offering higher-energy-conversion efficiency than 2-dimensional geometries.
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1. Introduction: Isotope Battery Source

Present energy storage is dominated—but in the same instance, limited—by the current chemical battery technology. This is due to extensive infrastructure development over the decades and the wide availability of components and materials in the commercial market. They can easily power most commercial devices for short time periods. Chemical batteries have high-power density but cannot withstand the test of time when storing energy for more than a decade. The current battery technology has several drawbacks, such as charge leakage, temperature and environment sensitivity, and finite charge cycles. Radioisotope batteries have the potential to fulfill these technical deficiencies. They are different from chemical batteries because they are independent, self-containing energy sources using radioisotope decay. They produce consistent power at a varied temperature range, meaning that they are not limited by diverse environmental conditions. Their energy densities are several magnitudes greater than current chemical batteries. They satisfy capability setbacks of current technology along with introducing new operational capabilities because of higher-energy density, thermal and mechanical robustness, and a vastly longer lifetime compared to commercially available chemical batteries. Fig. 1 shows the capability comparison between chemical and isotope batteries.

Fig. 1 Isotope batteries introduce new operational capabilities power sensors for the lifetime of the infrastructure or sensor while being in a remote and harsh environment.

Isotope decay is through 3 types of particle emission—beta (electron or positron), alpha (atomic nucleus emission), and gamma (electromagnetic radiation). Beta-emitting isotopes are the most appealing candidates for energy sources, as they do the least amount of harm to the semiconductor (converter) and to the environment. Beta-emitters are attractive fuel sources because their high-energy electron emission has shallow penetration depth through the surrounding material. The shallow penetration allows beta sources to be in close proximity with sensitive
electronics. Tritium ($^3\text{H}$) and Nickel-63 ($^{63}\text{Ni}$) are used for several battery prototypes, since they have low energy beta emissions and are widely available in the commercial market. Tritium is the isotope of choice since it is the least expensive per kilogram and kilojoule of all beta-emitting radioisotopes, has low toxicity, is a low-energy beta emitter, and has a half-life greater than 12 years. Nickel-63 is an attractive choice for long-lived isotope battery sources due to its long half-life of 100.1 years.

Radioactive decay energy is converted to electrical energy using 3 main approaches—direct charge collection, contact potential difference direct energy conversion (DEC), and indirect energy conversion (IDEC) through photovoltaics. The most efficient approach is the DEC configuration. In a 2-dimensional (2-D) perspective, the radioactive source is encapsulated or, in most situations, bonded to another compound called the carrier system. The layer or layers emit beta particles (electrons) through the carriers system hitting a p-n junction. Electron-hole pairs (EHPs) are produced in the surrounding semiconductor by the ionization trail of beta particles. Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the DEC isotope battery. The advantage of using the battery is enhanced lifetime because of the absence of semiconductor degradations from isotope due to low-energy beta particles. The configuration is compact and has the highest surface power density of all the energy conversion approaches. DEC radioisotope batteries suffer from major setbacks, such as energy conversion efficiency, which is dependent on the semiconductor material, beta flux power, and effective density of the radioisotope. Due to the betavoltaic process, the greater the bandgap of the semiconductor material, the better the conversion process.

![DEC isotope battery](image)

**Fig. 2** DEC isotope battery

### 1.1 History of Early Betavoltaics

The betavoltaic effect that results from irradiation of a semiconductor has a long history that traces back to the 1950s, where it was found that selenium cells would produce a current when hit with an electron beam. The application of using beta
decay from radioactive isotopes such as strontium ($^{90}$Sr) was soon to follow that discovery. Selenium, germanium, and silicon (Si) solar cells were the first devices to be tested under the betavoltaic effect. Further research into Si cells was done to confirm the potential of betavoltaic cells. This resulted in the first commercially available betavoltaic battery, which was used to power pacemakers. However, due to the limits of Si in betavoltaic batteries, higher-energy isotopes were used. These high-energy isotopes would deteriorate Si cells. Using a semiconductor material with higher band-gap would give higher efficiency as well as being more radiation-hardy. The upper limit of betavoltaic conversion efficiency is completely dependent on the relationship of bandgap energy to the energy required to make an EHP within the device. Due to gallium nitride (GaN) and silicon carbide (SiC) having a large bandgap compared to other materials, the limit of their EHP generation efficiency is 34% and 33.8%, respectively. This efficiency is for ideal devices, and does not take into account the difference from intrinsic carrier concentration and density. This led to the research of SiC and GaN betavoltaic capability.

### 1.2 History of Silicon Carbide and Gallium Nitride Betavoltaics

Wide bandgap materials, such as SiC and GaN, were known to have a higher efficiency limit than Si and gallium phosphide (GaP) betavoltaics. An additional advantage of the wide bandgap of SiC and GaN is the increased power generation capability of the betavoltaic device, which is achieved through an increase of the open circuit voltage. The high on-state voltage matches with electrical circuit voltage requirements, leading to smaller DC-to-DC converter conversion ratios, thereby increasing conversion efficiency. The low on-state current also has a benefit of reducing the resistive losses that can occur. However, due to the lower current generation, losses due to shunt resistance are non-negligible. Device fabrication and packaging with strict quality requirements will improve the ability of the betavoltaic to produce energy above the shunt resistance. The fabrication of SiC and GaN semiconductors has been plagued by the presence of defects within the semiconductor material. The lack of high-quality semiconductor material prevented SiC and GaN in betavoltaic applications.

SiC betavoltaics were the first wide bandgap semiconductors to be commercially available as betavoltaic batteries because of the development of mass-production semiconductor processing methods of 4H-SiC. The ease of fabrication of thicker epitaxial layers make SiC a prime material for the use of betavoltaic cells. SiC is an attractive material due to its indirect bandgap, which can lead to better recombination time within the semiconductor. This can increase the diffusion collection of the semiconductor material. However, the research into the use of SiC
as a betavoltaic has yielded problems for increasing efficiency past 6% when used with beta isotopes such as $^{63}$Ni.$^{14-16}$

GaN semiconductor devices offer the ability to increase the capability of betavoltaic direct energy converters due to GaN’s higher bandgap energy,$^{16}$ radiation hardness,$^{17}$ and intrinsic carrier concentration.$^{15}$ Using Klein’s equation, the upper limit for GaN betavoltaic conversion at room temperature is 34%.$^{18}$ GaN has a radiation threshold energy of 440 keV for electron irradiation, which is much higher than the spectrums of $^{63}$Ni and $^{3}$H.$^{17}$ GaN lower intrinsic carrier concentration means there is less space-charge current within the device, allowing for a higher generation current when acting as a betavoltaic. GaN material fabrication processes are under research to improve the quality of GaN. GaN devices with high-quality material offer a direct improvement over SiC devices.

2. Software Tool Background

2.1 Silvaco ATLAS Background

Simulation of the semiconductor operation is done through Silvaco ATLAS, a physics-based technology computer-aided design (TCAD) device simulation software package. ATLAS simulates the electrical, optical, and thermal behavior of semiconductors through the use of finite element analysis.$^{19}$ All device characteristics are derived from the basic equations. These equations are coupled partial differential equations, Poisson’s equation, the continuity equation, and the constitutive equation. Poisson’s equation connects the local charge densities and electrostatic potential together, while the continuity and constitutive equations describe the charge carrier densities, both electrons and holes, as charge carrier transport, generation, and recombination processes.

Silvaco ATLAS can simulate a device using various different types of physics models. These physics models add additional variables to the numerical calculations to derive the potential and current density. The lifetime in a semiconductor is composed of many different recombination parameters. The ability to add or remove different recombination models allows the investigation of how much that recombination model affects the performance of the device (e.g., removing or adding the radiative recombination model). This process is used throughout the report to see which physics processes optimized the performance of the device. An example of Silvaco ATLAS code is given in Appendix A.
2.2 MCNPX Background

MCNPX is a general-purpose Monte Carlo code that can be used to model neutron, photon, and electron (or coupled) transport. The transport code can track 32 types of particles. The extensive set of libraries contained within the code includes cross-sectional data and is able to simulate the transportation of these particles with energy from 1 keV to 100 MeV in materials. The MCNPX code-sets are used for design of spallation targets, design and development of radiography and imaging technologies, nuclear materials detection, accelerator shielding, and dose/energy deposition in materials for medical therapies.

An electron beam with energies varied from 2 to 16 keV irradiated a GaN device shown in Fig. 3. The energy deposited in the device was calculated as a function of distance into the GaN device. The energy deposition profile calculated by MCNPX modeling is the basis for EHP profile deduced from the Klein equation. The EHP profiles are the basis for initial conditions in the Silvaco simulations described in this report. These energy deposition profiles in the GaN device for each of the applied electron beam energies are shown in Fig. 4. Each profile was fit to a polynomial as input to the electron-transport Silvaco simulations.

![Fig. 3](A) Doping profile diagram and B) SEM image of GaN device evaluated composed of p-type (80 nm thick), undoped region (1 um thick), and n-type region (2 um thick)

The first sections of the MCNPX input deck (shown in Appendix B) describe the material elemental composition (GaN), density (6.15 g/cm³), and geometry. The middle sections describe the stimulus applied, which is a monenergetic 1 μm radius electron beam of 3 keV. The final section of the MCNPX input deck identifies
diagnostic results to be compiled during the simulation. In this case, the requested information focused on energy deposition as a function of depth shown in Fig. 4.

![Beta Energy Deposition/incident electron air](image)

**Fig. 4** Energy deposition profiles generated in GaN P-u-N structure shown in Fig. 3

### 3. GaN Betavoltaic Model Introduction

The purpose of this report is to use semiconductor modeling and simulation to further the understanding of the underlying physics behind the use of betavoltaic devices. The semiconductor modeling process is used to gather the information obtained from experiments performed in the field of GaN betavoltaics and then use this information for the development of a simulation. This simulation can finally be used to analyze the internal behavior of the device structure during operation and create a predictive model of GaN devices with different structures. The development behind the process of the GaN betavoltaic model is described as follows. The GaN device is composed of GaN material in a P-i-N diode configuration, which follows the drift-diffusion rules of semiconductor physics. The behavior of the P-i-N diode is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5  Conventional description of diode behavior I-V regions on linear scale showing characteristics of most commonly used semiconductors of Si and Ge. In comparison, the GaN samples show “knee” of 2.1 V. See Sze\textsuperscript{31} for greater detail on diodes.

Modeling the GaN diode is achieved by providing the GaN material and device parameters to Silvaco ATLAS. The GaN material parameters are obtained from research in GaN characterization. These parameters represent a standard model for GaN, for which GaN devices can be compared against, but cannot completely match a GaN device due to variation that results from device fabrication. Due to the fabrication process and device packaging, a practical GaN betavoltaic is composed of many different elements. An electrical schematic of the diode and parasitic elements for the device is shown in Fig. 6. The diode element is derived from the physical parameters input into Silvaco ATLAS. The current source representing the generation due to the betavoltaic process is formed by the energy deposition given from MCNPX, which is input into the photogeneration capability of Silvaco ATLAS. The series and shunt parasitic resistances, which are caused by device packaging and measurement connections, are found through the device’s I-V curves. Several of the material and device parameters for the GaN device were found through analyzation and simulation matching of the diode during unstimulated or dark forward characterization. The betavoltaic parameters are found through matching the simulation during stimulated forward characterization.
Fig. 6  An equivalent circuit schematic of a practical p-n junction diode for betavoltaic operation. The diode element is controlled by the physical parameters of the GaN device, while the parasitic resistances were added by the device manufacturing and packaging processes. The current source describes the betavoltaic generation.

The diode model is dependent upon parameters that are specific to GaN material (e.g., mobility and intrinsic carrier concentration) and parameters that are specific to the device (e.g., doping concentrations and device dimensions). Silvaco ATLAS has default GaN material parameters that are included as default values for GaN. For example, the electron band structure of GaN from the default parameter list in Silvaco ATLAS is based upon prior research aggregated by Silvaco. The default parameter list covers properties of GaN material such as electron effective mass, hole effective mass, valence band reference, direct band gap at 300 K, spin-orbit split energy, crystal-field split energy, lattice constant, elastic constants, hydrostatic deformation potential, and shear deformation. These values are used for Fermi-Dirac statistics calculation to determine the effective conduction band and valence band density of states. However, the list of GaN parameters is not as extensive as Si, so missing parameters had to be found either through literature research or parametric sweeps. A list of the material and device properties of the GaN device can be found in Appendix C.

Even though GaN is not a completely understood material, the direct wide bandgap and electrical properties make it a good power semiconductor and betavoltaic converter. GaN has higher charge carrier mobility, breakdown field, and intrinsic carrier concentration than SiC. A comparison of semiconductor materials is shown in Table 1.
### Table 1. Various semiconductors with their corresponding electrical and physical parameters. The parentheses values indicate Silvaco ATLAS default parameters for the material. The values in [] are from reference [23]. The remaining values are from reference [24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Silicon (Si)</th>
<th>Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)</th>
<th>Silicon Carbide (4H-SiC)</th>
<th>Gallium Nitride (GaN)</th>
<th>Diamond (C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandgap, $E_g$ (eV)</td>
<td>1.12(1.08)</td>
<td>1.43(1.42)</td>
<td>3.26(3.23)</td>
<td>3.45(3.43)</td>
<td>5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Constant, $\varepsilon_r$</td>
<td>11.9(11.8)</td>
<td>13.1(13.2)</td>
<td>10.1(9.7)</td>
<td>9(8.9)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Breakdown Field, $E_c$ (MV cm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.3 [0.23]</td>
<td>0.4 [2.2]</td>
<td>2 [3.3]</td>
<td>2 [5.6]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Mobility, $\mu_n$ (cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole Mobility, $\mu_p$ (cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity, Lambda (W cm$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Electron Velocity (x 10$^7$ cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1 (1.03)</td>
<td>1 (0.77)</td>
<td>2 (2.2)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.9)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Hole Velocity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic Carrier Concentration (300 K)</td>
<td>[1.4e10]</td>
<td>(2.67e6)</td>
<td>(1.73e-8)</td>
<td>[1.9e-10]</td>
<td>[1e-22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.45e10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.06e-10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.58e-27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Diffusion Coefficient$^{23}$</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole Diffusion Coefficient$^{23}$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 GaN Material Parameters

Carrier transport within the semiconductor is controlled by drift and diffusion. These equations are affected by the recombination that occurs within the device, mainly Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination. Recombination controls the carrier lifetime within the device. The carrier lifetime is a measure of how long a charge carrier lasts in the semiconductor before losing its charge and recombining. The minority carrier lifetime within the GaN device was found by using a parameter sweep described in Section 3.1.3. The Auger recombination for GaN has a negligible effect on current flow in the area where the GaN device was operating, and was not included into the simulation.

The physical parameters and carrier transport of semiconductor material are affected by radiation in numerous ways. The effects of ionizing radiation can cause EHPs to form within the device, as well as the creation of defects that change the doping level of the semiconductor material. Tunneling, recombination, and trapping can cause a reduction of generated current, which would happen in a practical device. Different effects that can be caused by radiation are shown in Fig. 7. The recombination and trapping effects are included into the model.
through the effective carrier lifetime of the semiconductor device. The trap-assisted tunneling effect is also included into the model. The trap-assisted tunneling is where the trap acts as an intermediate state of the charge carrier as it moves into another band. It has been shown that it creates a significant contribution to current at the very low current density levels in LEDs.\textsuperscript{28} It is described further in Section 3.1.5. Shown in Fig. 8 is the betavoltaic process of EHP generation through a high-energy beta particle. The creation of phonons within the semiconductor is shown. This is covered by Klein’s equation (Section 4).

![Diagram of Generation, Recombination, and Tunneling](image)

**Fig. 7** Interactions of ionizing radiation with semiconductors, of which the generation of EHP is most significant effect in betavoltaics. Please see reference\textsuperscript{27} for greater detail.

![Diagram of EHP and Phonon Creation](image)

**Fig. 8** In this visualization of the creation of EHPs and phonons, a high-energy beta particle creates an EHP for every 10 eV in GaN. See reference\textsuperscript{29} for greater detail.

### 3.1.1 Charge Carrier Mobility

Charge carrier mobility represents how quickly an electron can move through semiconductor material when an electric field is applied. This controls the drift velocity of the carriers within the material, which controls the on-state resistance of the material. Carrier mobility of a semiconductor is generally dependent on
temperature and doping concentration. Carrier mobility decreases as more dopants are introduced into the material, as the Coulombic forces introduced by these dopants can scatter the carriers moving through the material. Temperature can also introduce scattering due to lattice vibrations, called phonons, pushing carriers away. For the simulation model, the temperature was considered to be constant at 300 K, so the mobility model was only dependent on dopant concentration.

The charge carrier mobility within GaN is modeled using the Farahmand Modified Caughey Thomas (FMCT) model. This is a Monte Carlo fitting of the Caughey Thomas model to represent the electron mobility within the semiconductor and is based upon the work done by Farahmand\textsuperscript{30}. The model parameters were found by doing a parameter sweep and using the parameters that best fit the experimental data. The FMCT model is an impurity concentration and temperature-dependent mobility model, and the concentration dependence of the electron mobility is shown in Fig. 9.

![Electron Mobility in GaN](image)

Fig. 9  Default electron mobility in GaN material with respect to total impurity doping concentration in Silvaco ATLAS using the FMCT model

3.1.2 GaN Deep-Level Traps

Semiconductor devices have defects within their material caused from various sources. These sources can occur from the fabrication process or from radiation-induced damage. Defects are imperfections within the crystalline structure. These imperfections can be characterized as point defects, which are missing atoms or extra atoms to the unit cell, or stacking and threading dislocations, which are where the layers of the crystalline structure do not have a perfect bond. These defects create additional energy states within the device called traps. Trap energy states are energy levels within the band-gap of the device. Deep level traps, which are traps
of sufficient energy difference from the conduction or valence band that they do not thermally activate within the material, create a recombination mechanism of charge carriers within the device. This mechanism is called SRH recombination. SRH recombination is the primary method of recombination within indirect bandgap materials such as Si or SiC and is a dominant recombination mechanism within direct bandgap devices depending on the material quality and operation area. Due to the current technology for GaN device fabrication, GaN trap states are caused by various point defects and threading dislocations. The amount of defects is controlled by the type of substrate material, as well as by the device fabrication process. Current substrates used for GaN fabrication have a difference in lattice size and, therefore, can create more defects the larger the lattice mismatch. The GaN device used for the betavoltaic experiments was created using a sapphire (Al₂O₃) substrate. The trap levels used for simulation are generalized on traps from research on GaN trap levels. The trap levels used for the experiment are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trap Designation</th>
<th>Trap Type</th>
<th>Energy from Valence band (eV)</th>
<th>Density of States Concentration (cm⁻³)</th>
<th>Capture Cross Section (cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>Donor</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.4 × 10¹⁴</td>
<td>2.7 × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃</td>
<td>Donor</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.1 × 10¹⁴</td>
<td>1.7 × 10⁻¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₄</td>
<td>Donor</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.4 × 10¹⁴</td>
<td>1.8 × 10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₅</td>
<td>Donor</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.9 × 10¹⁵</td>
<td>4.7 × 10⁻¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E₁</td>
<td>Acceptor</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.0 × 10¹⁴</td>
<td>2.3 × 10⁻¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E₂</td>
<td>Acceptor</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>9.0 × 10¹⁴</td>
<td>3.3 × 10⁻¹⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E₃</td>
<td>Acceptor</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>5.8 × 10¹⁴</td>
<td>3.3 × 10⁻¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E₄</td>
<td>Acceptor</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>5.8 × 10¹⁵</td>
<td>1.0 × 10⁻¹⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The density of these traps describes how much they occur throughout the device. A parameter sweep to show the effect of trap density upon on the device is shown in Fig. 10. This parameter sweep is done using a stimulated I-V curve to show how the performance of the betavoltaic degrades. The parameter sweep shows that the traps can act as dopants in the material, as after the trap level overcomes the intrinsic region doping, the p-n junction switches to between the intrinsic and N⁺ region. This is out of the electron beam range for 3 keV, so that no carriers are collected. This results in a regular p-n junction that follows Shockley’s diode equation, which can be seen in the I-V curves.
Fig. 10  I-V curve comparison using the traps from Table 2 with a parameter sweep of the density of the traps. The traps were swept from $10^{13}$ to $10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. Below $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$, the different densities had minimal change on the stimulated I-V curve. Occurring at $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ and above, the trap density of states overcame the background doping concentration of the unintentionally doped layer, which changed the p-n junction to the interface between the N$^+$ and unintentionally doped regions.

3.1.3 Minority Carrier Lifetime

Minority carrier lifetime is composed of 3 types of recombination: SRH, Auger, and Radiative. The relationship between minority carrier lifetime and each individual recombination is

$$\frac{1}{\tau_{\text{bulk}}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{SRH}}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{Auger}}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{Radiative}}}$$

(1)

or rearranged is

$$\frac{1}{\tau_{\text{SRH}}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{Auger}}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{Radiative}}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{bulk}}}$$

(2)

where the smallest time to recombine results in the dominating factor for the minority carrier lifetime. Under most circumstances with most indirect materials, this is generally SRH recombination. Auger recombination starts to have a noticeable effect at high-current densities and is not taken into account in the simulation due to the very low current densities of the device. Radiative recombination is also activated within the device due to the direct bandgap of GaN.
3.1.3.1 Shockley-Read-Hall Lifetime Sweep

The device minority carrier lifetime is affected by various defects within the device, which reduces the “knee” point of the device. The lower the minority carrier lifetime value, the more the knee voltage of the device shifted to a lower voltage value. The minority carrier lifetime was swept logarithmically from 1 fs to 1 s to match the experimental results of the GaN device. The results of this parametric sweep are shown in Fig. 11. As shown in the graph, lifetime values greater than 10 ps result in knee voltages that are greater than the experimental results gathered and were eliminated as possibilities.

Shown in Fig. 11 are the results from the minority carrier sweep with respect to the measured results. The lifetimes that gave negligible results were removed. As can be seen from Fig. 11, the closest lifetime value to the measured results is 1 ps. However, the slope of the simulated result does not match the measured result. This is due to more missing parasitic elements, such as the equivalent series resistance of the device.

![Minority Carrier Lifetime IV Comparison](image)

**Fig. 11**  Minority carrier lifetime variation from $10^{-15}$ to 1 s was performed to match to device data. Best fit found at $10^{-12}$ s.

3.1.3.2 Radiative Recombination Parameter Sweep

Radiative recombination is where an electron in the conduction band recombines with a hole in the valence band, and the excess energy is given off as a photon. In the case of GaN, this photon would be in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum. Eq. 3 represents the calculation of radiative recombination within the simulation. Emission factor is the fraction of energy that propagates in a specified direction of interest that is used with laser simulations, and was not used. The Optical Capture
Rate (COPT) controls the radiative recombination, which is a material parameter. The default value in Silvaco ATLAS was $1 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$, and was swept from $10^{-10}$ to $10^{-6} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$. The result of this sweep is shown in Fig. 12.

\[ E_{\text{emission factor}} \times \text{COPT} \times (n \times p - n_i^2) = \text{Radiative Recombination.} \]  

As can be seen from Fig. 12, the change of radiative recombination over 4 orders of magnitude resulted in minimal effect. This follows that the GaN device was dominated by SRH recombination. The GaN simulation was kept at the default value of $1 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for COPT for the rest of the simulation.

### 3.1.4 Surface Recombination

Surface recombination is a mechanism that describes how well a betavoltaic or photovoltaic can collect diffusion current. At the surface of semiconductors, dangling bonds are left due to the end of the crystalline structure. These dangling bonds create active states that charge carriers can recombine with, which further reduces the carrier lifetime in a device. Surface recombination plays a major role in diffusion collection, depending on how likely a charge carrier is to recombine at the surface. Diffusion current is the random movement of EHPs in a semiconductor to restore equilibrium throughout the device. As charge carriers on the surface recombine, charge carriers in the bulk will diffuse towards the surface rather than

![Radiative Recombination Sweep IV Curve](image)
the depletion region. For normal solar cells, diffusion current plays a large role in collecting EHPs.

For the measured GaN device, the diffusion length of the device is insignificant due to the minority carrier lifetime. Shown in Eq. 4, the diffusion length within the device is 50 nm. This value was calculated from the minority carrier lifetime, 1 ps, and the GaN electron diffusion coefficient, 25 cm² s⁻¹. This means that diffusion collection is very small. This is corroborated with the activation of the surface recombination model in Silvaco ATLAS. The I-V curve comparison is shown in Fig. 13.

\[ \sqrt{\tau \times D} = \sqrt{1 \text{ ps} \times 25 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}} = 50 \text{ nm}. \]  

(4)

Fig. 13 I-V curve comparison of surface recombination on electron beam stimulated I-V curves. The difference between the I-V curves is minimal, which shows that the effect of surface recombination on the collection of EHPs due to diffusion is minimal. This determined that EHP collection was dominated by the depletion region collection.

### 3.1.5 Trap-Assisted Tunneling

Trap-assisted tunneling is a phenomenon where a charge carrier can transfer through a potential barrier through the usage of a trap. This can lead to increased current at very low voltage levels. This generally occurs with heterojunction devices such as LEDs. The GaN betavoltaic device power level is operated at a range where trap-assisted tunneling can make a significant difference in the behavior of the device. A visual representation of an electron recombining with a hole in the valence band is shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 14 Demonstration of trap-assisted tunneling mechanism. An electron can transfer into the valence band, or vice versa, through use of a trap, thereby “tunneling” through the potential barrier. This parameter was varied \([0.05m_e, 0.8 m_e]\), well beyond the 0.25 level of Si.

A parametric sweep over different effective masses for tunneling was performed to characterize the effect of trap-assisted tunneling on the betavoltaic response. This sweep was performed from 0.05 times the mass of an electron at rest to 0.80 times the mass of an electron at rest. The sweep was performed while the device was stimulated. The resulting I-V curves are shown in Fig. 15 characterizing the change due to tunneling.
Fig. 15  I-V curves showing the effect of sweeping the effect mass of the tunnel state. This parameter was varied [0.05mo, 0.8 mo], well beyond the 0.25 level of Si. The smaller the effective mass, the more current would tunnel through the potential barrier, reducing the effective generation current. The GaN simulation was kept at 0.25mo.

3.2 GaN Device Parameters

3.2.1 GaN Device Doping Profile

The simulated GaN device structure was to represent the experimental device as closely as possible. The GaN DEC device was a P-n diode. The P-n diode doping levels were 4e17 cm\(^{-3}\) for the P-region, 1e16 cm\(^{-3}\) for the unintentionally doped region, and 1e18 cm\(^{-3}\) for the N+ region. The N\(^{+}\) region in GaN devices is also called the unintentionally doped region, due to the high background concentration of oxygen and carbon impurities within the growth process of MOCVD.\(^{34}\) The doping profile of the device was uniform for the N+ and intrinsic regions. The P-region used a Gaussian implantation for the doping of the region. The Gaussian distribution was chosen because it approximately matches the doping profile given by MOCVD.\(^{35}\) As-implanted and after-annealing GaN material doped with Mg\(^{+}\) dopants are shown to obtain a maximum at some depth in the device and fall off rapidly.\(^{35}\) This is compared to the doping profile used in the Silvaco ATLAS model in Fig. 16. The figure shows that at the p-n junction results in a “zero” net dopant concentration within Silvaco ATLAS.
Fig. 16  Doping profile of GaN model used in Silvaco ATLAS based on typical results in devices described in literature

Using the device’s physical parameters, such as the doping profile and layer thickness, Silvaco ATLAS was used to calculate the built-in potential and zero-bias internal electric field. These images are shown in Fig. 17. Inputting the device doping profiles and thicknesses into Silvaco ATLAS allows the computation of the built-in potential of the device and the zero-bias electric field. The built-in potential shows how the energy bands of the semiconductor change with respect to the depth. This value cannot be measured in a real device. The internal electric field shows the depletion region within the device. This is an important parameter of betavoltaics, as the depletion region collects the EHPs within the device. The depletion region is approximately 500 nm in width, and is shown as the brightly colored areas centered around 80 nm.
3.2.2 Space Charge Generation Current

The matching process of simulation to the experimental device started with the dark I-V curve, which is the forward characteristic of the device when the device is not stimulated by an external beta source. The dark I-V curve is composed of different regions. These regions are each controlled by various physical parameters within the device. The space charge generation region is controlled by the diffusion of charge carriers within the device. This current, also called saturation current, can be calculated for an ideal diode using Equation 5.

\[
I_s = qA \left( \frac{D_p n_i^2}{\tau_p N_D} + \frac{D_n n_i^2}{\tau_n N_A} \right).
\]  

The parameters used in the equation are \( q \) for elementary charge; \( A \) for the cross-sectional area of the device; \( D_n \) and \( D_p \) for the diffusion constants in GaN of electrons and holes, respectively; \( \tau_p \) and \( \tau_n \) for the lifetime of the electrons and holes in GaN, respectively; \( n_i \) for the intrinsic carrier concentration of GaN; \( N_D \) for the donor doping concentration; and \( N_A \) for the electron doping concentration. Thus, the space charge generation current is controlled by these physical parameters of the device. The space charge generation current was matched by using the proper dimensions and doping concentrations of the real device. However, due to the extremely low value of saturation current due to the intrinsic carrier concentration of GaN, the ideal saturation current is much lower than a practical device’s current at low voltages. This extra current is due to other physical parameters within the device, such as trap-assisted tunneling and shunt resistance.
3.2.3 Shunt Resistance Leakage Current

Leakage current dominated the low current density region of the device. Leakage current can occur due to factors, such as device threading or stacking defects, or conduction paths developed within the device package and device interface surfaces. The leakage current of the device is seen in the linear-scale I-V curve before the knee of the I-V curve. This region of the I-V curve was simulated using an equivalent shunt resistance added to the device. This shunt resistance value was found by taking the forward characteristics of the GaN device and performing a linear fit on the section of the curve before the knee of the I-V curve. The slope of this line was the equivalent conductance of the shunt resistance and is shown in Equation 6. The equivalent shunt resistance value was then calculated and input into the simulation in parallel with the simulated device. The shunt resistance value is shown in Equation 7. Shown in Fig. 18 is the dark I-V curve of the measured device and the linear fit obtained. At approximately 0.7–1.7 V, there is a linear dependence of the I-V curve that represents the equivalent shunt resistance.

\[
G = \frac{1}{R} = \frac{I}{V} = 3.65 \times 10^{-10} \, \Omega
\]  

(6)

\[
R = \frac{1}{G} = \frac{V}{I} = 2.7 \times 10^9 \, \Omega
\]

(7)

3.2.4 Series Resistance

The series resistance of the simulation was set to the series resistance measured from a GaN device of the same wafer and device package as the measured device. The reference device was characterized to high current densities to reach the series region. Using a linear fit at the high-current densities of the I-V curve, the series resistance was found to be 3.72 Ω (ohm). The I-V curve and the linear fit of the series conductance is shown in Fig. 18. The series resistance region is shown in detail in Fig. 19. The series resistance was calculated using the same process in calculating the shunt resistance with Equations 6 and 7.
Fig. 18  Dark I-V curve for the measured device. The I-V curve shows the linear fit used to determine the equivalent dark current. This equivalent shunt resistance mainly effects the shaded area of the I-V curve. The equivalent shunt resistance was determined by taking the inverse slope of the linear fit.

Fig. 19  I-V curve for GaN device #17. The linear fit, represented by the dotted line, gives a series resistance of 3.72 Ω.

Typical diodes have series resistance in the mΩ range. The structure of this device was not necessarily meant to minimize series resistance. The resistance value includes all series elements from the diode to the parameter analyzer; the device metal contacts, the wire bonds, and the package leads, as well as the test leads to the device package, make up this value. This series resistance measurement has a
very small effect on the I-V curves of the simulation, due to the low current densities that the device operates in. The series resistance value is added to the model to make the model more accurate, allowing the slope of the knee region to be found by changing other parameters.

### 3.2.5 Measured and Simulated Dark Current I-V Curve Comparison

The various physics parameters controlling dark current described in the previous sections were used to create a simulated betavoltaic device. This device simulation is compared to the parameter analyzer results which is shown in Fig. 20. The comparison shows the simulation follows the trend of the actual device I-V curves.

The similarity between the simulation result and the real device I-V curve represents the similarity of the simulation parameters to the actual device. The doping profile can be assumed to be fairly close due to the on-state turn-on voltage of the device. The series resistance can be examined in the slope of the on-state I-V region. The space charge and shunt resistance match closely in the region before the knee voltage of the device. The disparity at the very low bias region shows that more physical parameters can be deduced.

**Fig. 20** Dark Current I-V Comparison between the real device and the simulated device, with normalized root mean square error of 14.82%, from 0.5 to 2.4 V. This value was calculated using the data from the parameter analyzer without smoothing.
4. Stimulated Forward Characteristics

4.1 Stimulated Modeling Introduction

The model of the GaN device needed to match the measured device when stimulated by an low-energy electron beam. This stimulation represents the betavoltaic current source in the equivalent schematic shown in Fig. 5. A betavoltaic operates in a circuit by the device collecting EHPs that are generated due to incoming radiation. Electrons that are collected are then passed through the circuit. The EHPs that are generated in a semiconductor were generated through 2 profiles, a linear approximation and results generated in MCNPX. These EHP profiles allow for the simulation of the electron beam-induced current (EBIC). The maximum power points (MPPs) are gathered from the stimulated I-V curves to show how the electron beam range affects the generation of the device and what factors control betavoltaic energy production.

4.2 Electron Beam Experiment Background

The measured GaN device was exposed to electron beams in a process similar to EBIC characterization. The device was hit by electron beams with different electron energies from 2–16 keV, and the resulting I-V characteristics were taken on a parameter analyzer. The current distribution of the electron beam was measured and a profile for the beam distribution with respect to various beam energies was made. The beam current profile of the device was found to have a Gaussian distribution for each beam energy, with an full-width half-maximum that decreased with increasing energy. The variation of the electron beam profile changes the beam current incident to the GaN device tested. More details on this experiment can be found in Litz36. The incident beam current and beta radiation energy from these experiments were used to generate the MCNPX EHP profiles within the device.

4.3 GaN Device Electron-Hole Pair Calculation and Simulation

The simulation of the stimulated response of the GaN device was accomplished through using EHP generation profiles within the semiconductor. The EHP profiles were approximated by a linearly decreasing energy deposition profile, and then were generated using MCNPX results. The energy deposition within the semiconductor directly represents the EHP generation within the device. The energy deposition is converted into EHP using the Klein relationship. Using Klein’s equation, the value required to generate an EHP in GaN was found to be 10 eV. This is shown in Equation 8.
\[ \varepsilon = \left( \frac{14}{5} \right) E_g + r(h\omega_R) \approx 10 \text{ eV}. \quad (8) \]

Part of our verification approach included a linear EHP profile as an initial condition. While understanding that this was not accurate, it allowed us to understand how important the MCNPX calculated energy deposition distribution is to resulting I-V curve solutions. The more accurate EHP profile with a greater number of EHP in the depletion region shows the value of the distribution of the energy deposition profiles in the charge carrier transport modelling of Silvaco ATLAS.

### 4.3.1 Linear and MCNPX Calculated Energy Deposition

Using Klein’s relationship, the 10 eV value means that a 5-keV electron would ideally generate 500 EHPs within the device. In the linearly decreasing profile, a 5-keV electron energy deposition beam would be scaled so that the total EHPs generated within the volume of the device would equal 500. Each discrete point was then divided by the representative volume of that point to obtain the EHPs generated per cubic centimeter. Finally, the curve was scaled by the beam current, which is the number of electrons the device was exposed to per second, obtained from the electron beam experiments on the measured device. The stimulated device I-V curves using a linear energy deposition profile allowed for the evaluation of default parameters for GaN defaults provided by Silvaco ATLAS that affect EHP generation. All I-V curve results shown for a stimulated I-V curve in this report used a MCNPX result, except for Fig. 22.

After verifying the capability of Silvaco ATLAS to model the betavoltaic experiment with a linear profile, the energy deposition profile for the various electron energies (2–16 keV) in the GaN material was modeled using MCNPX. Detail on the generation of these EHP profiles is described in Section 2.2. A comparison of the first-order guess of energy deposition (linear profile) compared to the Monte-Carlo calculated energy deposition from monenergistic electron beams is shown in Fig. 21. A comparison of how the shape of the EHP generation affects I-V curves is shown in Fig. 22. Fig. 22 shows the I-V curve results from each energy deposition profile (linear vs MCNPX) when the profiles are normalized to the same EHP generation within the total volume. This shows how, when the total EHP generation is contained within the depletion region, the device has greater short circuit current and generated power.
Fig. 21  Energy deposition profiles (linear and MCNPX) of 5-keV electron beam incident on GaN device. The EHP profiles represent the same amount of EHP generation throughout the GaN device and only differ in the shape of the EHP curve. This was used to verify that the EHP distribution within the semiconductor changes the resulting I-V curve.

Fig. 22  I-V curve comparison for a 5-keV electron beam incident on GaN device is shown for both linear and MCNPX numerically calculated energy deposition profile. The MCNPX profile results in a much greater generated current for the same total EHPs in the device. The ripples in the I-V curves are a result of early simulation input decks and have an absence of many parameters such as traps.
4.3.2 Silvaco Electron-Hole Pair Calculation

The process for the betavoltaic interaction using Silvaco ATLAS is described in this section. Silvaco ATLAS is a numerical calculation of charge carrier densities and electrostatic potential, and is not a program that simulates the particle physics of high-energy beta particles striking GaN molecules. A beta particle that strikes an atom within the GaN device creates an EHP, which is very similar to how the photovoltaic operation of a solar cell works. Therefore, using the effects of the beta particle striking the device—e.g., the EHP generation due to the beta particle—we can create an EHP generation profile using the Silvaco ATLAS Luminous module, which is a description of how EHPs affect the basic equations. The EHP generation within the device was calculated from the energy deposition profiles detailed in Sections 2.2 and 4.3.

Silvaco ATLAS devices are created using meshes for finite element calculation. The correct implementation of EHP generation into the device requires knowledge of how Silvaco ATLAS compensates generation within the mesh. The mesh is a description of the areas within the device from which the basic equations are calculated. The mesh separates the device into many different triangles that are generated from the specified mesh points. Silvaco ATLAS EHP generation rate uses units of EHPs cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, which represents the EHPs generated within each triangle with respect to the particles per second hitting the device.

Using the mesh points within the device, the energy deposition curve for each keV was normalized into several different bins with respect to depth. Each mesh point in the y-axis, which is the depth of the device, is then represented by a bin. The summation of the bins in the y-axis must equal the ideal Klein ratio for an electron with a specified energy—e.g., for a 12-keV electron, there would be 1,200 EHPs generated in the 100-×100-µm device. Due to the device simulation process the z-axis for the device is 1 µm, where Silvaco ATLAS then scales the results by 100 to represent the 100 × 100-µm device. Because of this scaling factor, the summation of the bins in the y-axis must equal the ideal Klein ratio divided by 100—e.g., a 12-keV electron would generate 12 EHPs within the 3.08-×100-×1-µm volume. This slice represents the volume that ATLAS actually simulates for a 2-D simulation (Fig. 23). This gives the number of EHPs generated in the device due to 1 particle with respect to depth. To match the units given by Silvaco ATLAS, the mesh point values are scaled by 2 factors: the volume around each mesh point and the number of beta particles that can pass through a given triangle per second. The number of particles corresponds to the incident beam current hitting the device.
Fig. 23  Shown is the surface area of the top of the simulated device representing how Silvaco ATLAS simulates a device. A 1-µm “slice” in the Z-axis is simulated, which is then scaled by the Z-axis value to represent the total device.

The Luminous simulator within the Silvaco ATLAS software can have any arbitrary generation profile using a C programming language function. The function provides the position using the x, y, and z coordinates for each point in the mesh. Using this position, the function then retrieves an EHP generation rate, either from calculating the EHP generation at that depth using an EHP profile equation or by using a look-up table that contains a list of prior calculated EHPs for each mesh point. To ensure accuracy of the betavoltaic experiment within the simulation, the function needs to ensure that all points within the device are represented. Discontinuities can occur due to an absence of an EHP value or large mesh spacing. The EHP generation used polynomial equations in the betavoltaic simulations, which were approximations of the MCNPX results. The code to produce these simulations in Silvaco ATLAS is shown in Appendix D. A list of the polynomial equations and the C language function to calculate the EHP generation with respect to depth is shown in Appendix E.

A comparison of the Silvaco ATLAS generation profiles compared to the MCNPX generated result is shown in Fig. 24. The EHP generation profile was generated using a fourth-order polynomial equation, which provides a close match to the MCNPX result. The approximate zero-bias depletion region is shown in the figure to compare how the generation compares with the depletion region. The p-n junction is represented by a red line in the figure. The curves were normalized to make the comparison between the profiles.
Fig. 24  EHP Generation profiles for 12-keV electron beam stimulus from MCNPX result and Silvaco ATLAS simulation result. The simulation profile is a fourth-order approximation of the MCNPX result. The profiles show the maximum generation at 180 nm within GaN. This shows that the extra EHP generation past the depletion region is wasted. The P-N junction is indicated at the vertical red line.

The input beam currents for the stimulated experiments are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 25. Due to mismatch of the simulation to the model, the EHP generation profile was scaled to have the simulated device short circuit current match the measured device short circuit current. This scalar represents the input beam current exposed to the device. The resulting input currents are then compared against the calculated input beam currents. The simulation beam currents are much higher than the Gaussian calculated currents. This could be a result from differing EHP generation profiles, GaN material properties, or inaccurate device properties. This discrepancy is discussed in Section 5.
Table 3 Input beam currents for the various experimental runs are tabulated. The simulation result for current is larger than the Gaussian calculated beam currents in all cases, suggesting that the simulation EHP model does not include a complete physical description of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input electron energies (keV)</th>
<th>Simulation input beam current (A)</th>
<th>Gaussian beam calculated input beam current (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.80E-11</td>
<td>1.89E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.32E-10</td>
<td>1.64E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.36E-10</td>
<td>6.50E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.03E-10</td>
<td>2.81E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.37E-10</td>
<td>5.93E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.49E-10</td>
<td>8.16E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.12E-10</td>
<td>1.94E-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 25 Input beam currents for the various experimental runs. The simulation is higher than the Gaussian calculated beam currents in all cases, suggesting that the simulation EHP generation is not exactly the same as the actual device experienced.

4.4 Results of Stimulated Forward Simulation

The results from the electron beam stimulated model are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. These can be compared to the I-V curves resulting from the measured device shown in Figs. 26 and 27. The maximum power points are denoted as orange circles in the figures. The difference between the maximum power points with increasing beam energy is shown to decrease.
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Fig. 26 Stimulated I-V curves of the measured device showing 3-, 5-, 7-, 10-, 12-, 13-, and 16-keV electron beam energies. The MPPs have a larger jump at the lower keV energies due to the collector region being utilized more. At the higher-beam energies, the MPPs have a small difference. This suggests that the GaN device has an insufficient depletion region for higher beam energies.

Fig. 27 Simulation forward characteristics. The simulation matches well at the high keV energies, but is off at low-beam energies. This suggests that the generation profile is reduced at the lower keV beam energies for the measured device.
Fig. 28  The stimulated forward I-V curve for the 5- and 16-keV experiment. The measured device and modeled device I-V curves are compared. At the lower energy range (5 keV) the metal contact (discussed in Section 6) has more impact on the resulting EHP profile, which serves as the initial condition for the simulation.

As shown in Figs. 26–28, the short circuit currents are the same magnitude; however, the slope of the knee voltage for the measured and simulated devices are different. This effect is due to the EHP generation profile within the device and the diffusion collection within the device. A conclusion is drawn from the fact that through the operation of a betavoltaic or photovoltaic, the electric field within the semiconductor device shrinks with increasing voltage. Due to the poor quality of the GaN material used in the device, the diffusion length was small as described in Section 3.1.4. This resulted in the collection of EHPs in the device being controlled by the depletion region. The depletion region will shrink to the junction between the P region and the intrinsic region. At some point, the internal depletion region will shrink, at which the point the device “turns” on (Fig. 29).
Fig. 29 Depletion region shrinking with voltage across the betavoltaic. As the depletion region shrinks, so does the effective collection region.

The resulting voltage slope is seen in the behavior of the diode. As the 3-keV I-V curve for the measured device has an open circuit voltage of 1.1 V, we can establish that at 1.1 V all the internal current mechanisms are equal and opposite, with minimal EHP collection occurring. This suggests that the 3-keV EHP generation profile does not reach into the device as deeply as the simulated model used, which means that the EHP generation for the actual device was shifted closer to the p-type region. There is less difference between the measured device and the model at the higher keV beams, which suggests that the EHP generation profile with respect to electron range between the measured and simulation are more similar. This suggests that something is attenuating the low-energy electrons, and slightly impedes the high-energy electrons, which is characteristic of metal. This may be from an absence of metal included within the device, and is discussed more in Section 5.

The maximum power point of the measured and modeled I-V curve results also show how the effective depletion region controls the power out of the device. The MPPs for the measured device and the model are shown in Fig. 30. For electron beam energies below approximately 6 keV, the MPPs increase with a high slope. This is due to the electron range of the incoming electrons being stopped before the end of the depletion region, resulting in all of the energy deposition being within the depletion region. As the electrons had increased energy, more energy was deposited in a greater depletion region volume. When the electron beam energy was increased past 6 keV, the electron range within the semiconductor range increased to where energy deposition occurred past the depletion region. This meant that at the higher keV electrons, the depletion region only had more energy deposition through the higher-energy electrons, and not through additional use of its volume. After the depletion region was filled, the MPP had diminishing returns with increasing electron beam energy. To optimize the performance of a GaN betavoltaic...
converter, the depletion region volume must be matched to the volume of the energy deposition of the incoming beta radiation. Any electron that goes past the collection region is wasted energy, which lowers efficiency of the energy conversion.

![Maximum Power Points: Measured vs. Modeled](image)

**Fig. 30** Maximum Power Point comparison between the modeled and measured data is calculated. The difference in MPP values is greater for low-energy electron beams because electron range is better matched to depletion.

### 5. Conclusions

The model and simulation of a GaN betavoltaic device was shown. The model was found by using parameters from prior research and literature resources. The model illuminated areas that need to be optimized for betavoltaic operation and areas that still require further research. The GaN material properties were found using a sweep over the values of the parameter. The minority carrier lifetime was found by matching the I-V curve results of the measured device with a value of $10^{-12}$ s, which shows that current GaN fabrication technology inhibits betavoltaic operation. The collection of EHPs due to diffusion was insignificant due to the poor minority carrier lifetime of the device, resulting in a diffusion length less than 100 nm. The poor minority carrier lifetime resulted from SRH recombination, due to the traps within the device. Thus, the collection of EHPs that contribute to current is dominated by the depletion region collection. This is corroborated from the stimulated I-V curve results, as the MPPs show that the increase of maximum power is not linear. The change in slope of the MPP matches with the electron beam range extending past the depletion region for the varying electron energies. As the fabrication of GaN with less traps is not yet possible, to optimize a GaN device for
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betavoltaic operation means matching the depletion region to the energy deposition resulting from radiation. Improving short circuit current can be achieved through extending the depletion region volume to the energy deposition profile. Improving the MPP can be achieved by having the p-n junction placed where the peak of the energy deposition profile occurs. The difference between the model and measured device I-V currents is suspected to be according to the metal contact of the device blocking the input electron beam. The impact of the metal contact reduces the effective EHP generation within the depletion region, especially at the lower keV electron energies. A more recent series of MCNPX calculations that include a 255-nm metal contact region on top of the GaN p-type has (at the time of this writing) produced a modified set of energy profiles that more accurately describe the resulting EHP generation profiles. A new set of Silvaco ATLAS simulations will be numerically calculated based on this new physical configuration. These new energy deposition profiles should more accurately match the measured device I-V curves. The new energy deposition given by MCNPX is shown in Fig. 31.

![Beta Energy Deposition/incident electron air](image)

Fig. 31 The energy deposition profile, numerically calculated, is shown for a 255-nm contact layer on top of the GaN. The contact layer covers 25% of the experimental device. Electrons below 10 keV are stopped within the contact layer.

The first phase of our investigation of material parameters was through a direct comparison to the measured device dark current. It became clear that the depletion region formed by the internal electric field was found to be 500 nm in width. A variety of material parameters were investigated that affect the operation of a betavoltaic energy converter, providing insight into limitations in GaN growth techniques for future device fabrication. The minority carrier lifetime is the
parameter that affects operation the most, directly driving diffusion collection. SRH recombination is, thus, the most important parameter to find. Radiative and surface recombination were found to have negligible effect, and will continue to be negligible until the SRH recombination improves. The tunneling effective mass was shown to greatly change the electron beam stimulated current result; however, the default value of 0.25 m_e provides the optimum fit to data. The shunt resistance for a device is a macroscopic parameter that includes both material properties and surface effects. The modeling parameter R_{sh} (2.7 GΩ) that best matched the measured result was identified during the dark current verification phase of this research and was used for all following simulations.

The best device efficiency was achieved when the electron range was matched to the depletion region. The model result defining the depletion region on the order of 500 nm, which corresponds to the 6-keV electron range, correlates well with the change in slope of the MPP. The matching of the I-V curves is the best comparison of simulation to experiment. The input electron beam current in the model differs from the measured device experiment, especially at the lower keV electron energies, as it is theorized that the metal contact layer on the p-type GaN preferentially absorbs the lower energy electrons. This produces a larger discrepancy between the model and measured input electron beam current below 10 keV. The next iteration will be to include the effect of the metal contact through changing the EHP generation profile, producing a new set of modeled I-V curves.

The modeling results compare well with measured data and serve to verify the material properties and operation of the GaN energy conversion process. This successful verification now permits the model to be GaN devices with different initial conditions. The simulations to date describe monenergistic electron beams directed towards the GaN device that directly compared to a first set of experimental measured results. The next application of this verified result will be to use a broad beta spectrum that will provide efficiency results (energy conversion) of this device when using the isotopes of ^3H and ^63Ni. Energy deposition as a function of depth within GaN will be numerically calculated from the beta spectra for ^3H and ^63Ni, and applied to calculate the performance and efficiency of the GaN device under isotope exposure. These beta spectra will allow investigation into the optimization of GaN betavoltaic device structure. Specifically, 3-D structures that increase the surface area on a wafer footprint will be investigated. Both etched mesa structures and 3D P-i-N pillared GaN structures on a wafer will be investigated for increasing efficiency on a wafer.
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Appendix A. Silvaco GaN Dark Current Input Deck
The following input deck is the final version used for dark current generation shown in Fig. 20 described in Section 3.2.5. This input deck differs from that described in Appendix D only by emission of the initial conditions of EHP.

```plaintext
go atlas simflags="-160 -P 16"
#The simflags are setup for 160 bit precision and using 16 processors.

#The setting of the Z direction of the device - In this case for 100 micron by 100 micron. This value is a scalar multiplier
mesh width=100
#mesh setup - The values are all in micron
#x mesh values and spacing
x.m l=0   s=1
x.m l=100 s=1
x.m l=100 s=1
x.m l=104 s=1
#y mesh values and spacing
y.m l=0   s=0.001
y.m l=0.06 s=0.001
y.m l=0.075 s=0.001
y.m l=0.085 s=0.001
y.m l=0.1  s=0.005
y.m l=1.06 s=0.005
y.m l=1.075 s=0.001
y.m l=1.085 s=0.001
y.m l=1.1  s=0.5
y.m l=3.08 s=0.5

#Setting the regions of the device - GaN, Insulator, and Shunt Resistance
#The GaN Material is set from 0 to 100 micron
region num=1 mat=GaN
#The insulator is set to 100 to 102 micron
region num=2 x.min=100 x.max=102 insulator
#The shunt resistance is set from 102 to 104 micron
region num=3 material=Aluminum x.min=102 x.max=104 conductor

#Electrodes - The connection to the device. The widths are set to match the active area of the device
electr name=anode top x.min=12.5 x.max=87.5
electr name=cathode bot x.min=12.5 x.max=87.5
electr name=restop top x.min=102 x.max=104
electr name=resbot bot x.min=102 x.max=104

#Doping
#Intrinsic Region
doping n.type conc=1e16 x.min=0 x.max=100 y.min=0 y.max=1.08 uniform
#P+ region
doping p.type conc=4e17 x.min=0 x.max=100 gauss junction=0.08
#N+ region
doping n.type conc=3e18 x.min=0 x.max=100 y.min=1.08 y.max=3.08 uniform

#Material Parameters of the device
#Retrieve the default set from Silvaco for GaN
material num=1 kp.set1
#Set the SRH minority carrier lifetime for electrons and holes
material num=1 taun0=1e-12 taup0=1e-12
```
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# Set the conductor region to be highly resistive, to simulate an equivalent shunt resistance
material material=Aluminum resistivity=1.763e13

# GaN material deep level traps
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=0.55 density=2.4e14 sign=2.7e-12 degen=1
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=0.65 density=2.1e14 sign=1.7e-14 degen=1
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=0.85 density=3.4e14 sign=1.8e-13 degen=1
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=1.20 density=2.9e15 sign=4.7e-14 degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=3.26 density=1e14 sign=2.3e-14 degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=2.91 density=9e14 sign=3.3e-16 degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=2.90 density=5.8e14 sign=3.3e-17 degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=2.49 density=5.8e15 sign=1e-16 degen=1

# Simulation models used
models material=GaN srh fermi fldmob print optr trap.tunnel
mass.tunnel=0.25
# Mobility models for GaN, low field and high field
mobility material=GaN fmct.n chen.n chen.p
# Fermi calculation of intrinsic carriers
models material=GaN ni.fermi
method maxtrap=100
# Setup the series resistance connection
contact name=anode resistance=3.72 ohms
# Setup the parallel connection to the shunt resistance
contact name=restop common=anode short
contact name=resbot common=cathode short

# Solve for Zero Bias
solve init
# Save the structure file
# save outf=dark.str

# Sweep the voltage of the device and record the data
log outf=f"kev"_"id"_"trial_id"_"trap".log
csv=f"kev"_"id"_"trial_id"_"trap".csv
solve vanode=0 vstep=0.02 vfinal=2.5 name=anode cname=anode
log off
quit
Appendix B. MCNPX Input Deck
The following input deck is an example of the numerical calculation described in Section 2.2, which calculates the energy deposition profiles from which the EHP profiles are developed.

**Model of GaN-DEC 7keV electron beam**

```
c +------------------------------------------------------+
c |                      Cell Cards                      |
c +------------------------------------------------------+
c # mat density surface data
2  4 -6.15 -2 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN backsplash
21 2 -.00129 -21 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $air
3  4 -6.15 -3 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
4  4 -6.15 -4 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN i-layer
5  4 -6.15 -5 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN n-1st layer
6  4 -6.15 -6 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN n-2nd layer
7  4 -6.15 -7 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN n-3rd layer
8  4 -6.15 -8 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN n-4th layer
9  4 -6.15 -9 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN
10 4 -6.15 -10 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN
11 4 -6.15 -11 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN
12 4 -6.15 -12 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN
41 4 -6.15 -41 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
42 4 -6.15 -42 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
43 4 -6.15 -43 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
44 4 -6.15 -44 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
45 4 -6.15 -45 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
46 4 -6.15 -46 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
47 4 -6.15 -47 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
48 4 -6.15 -48 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
49 4 -6.15 -49 imp:e,p 1 u=1 $GaN p-layer
33 2 -.00129 -33 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 21 &
34 0 33 imp:e,p 1 u=1
35 2 -.00129 -34 imp:e,p 1 fill=1
36 0 34 imp:e,p 0 $outside world
```
42 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00011 0.00012 -0.005 0.005 $GaN
43 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00012 0.00013 -0.005 0.005 $GaN
44 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00013 0.00014 -0.005 0.005 $GaN
45 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00014 0.00015 -0.005 0.005 $GaN
46 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00015 0.00016 -0.005 0.005 $GaN
47 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00016 0.00017 -0.005 0.005 $GaN
48 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00017 0.00018 -0.005 0.005 $GaN
49 rpp -0.005 0.005 0.00018 0.00019 -0.005 0.005 $GaN

c airto encase GaN
33 rpp -0.4 0.4 -0.4 0.4 $encasing air
c room dimensions
34 rpp -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 $room air
c +------------------------------------------+
c | Material Cards |
c +------------------------------------------+
3 m# isotope percent & (newline) $comment
m2 8016 .3 7014 .7 air 0.00129 g/cc
m4 31000 .5 7000 .5 $GaN 6.15 g/cc

c +------------------------------------------+
c | Source Definition |
c +------------------------------------------+
SDEF POS=0 -.00003 0 RAD=d1 PAR=e ERG=.007 AXS=0 1 0 vec=0 1 0 dir=1
SI1 0 .0001 $ radial sampling range: 0 to Rmax
SP1 -21 1 $ radial sampling weighting: r^1 for disk source

c +------------------------------------------+
c | Data Cards |
c +------------------------------------------+
mode p e $ n h d t s a these not needed
PHYS:P
PHYS:E
nps 1000000 $.1Mh~.26min 90Mh~3hr
ptrac nps=1,1000 type=e file=asc event=bnk,sur,col,ter,cap

c +------------------------------------------+
c | Tallies |
c +------------------------------------------+
f14:e 2 21 3 4 5 6 7
f16:p 2 21 3 4 5 6 7
e16 0 98i .05
e14 0 38i .05
e26 0 38i .05
e26 0 .05
e26 0 38i .05

c +------------------------------------------+
c | Mesh |
c +------------------------------------------+
tmesh
rmesh21:e flux pedep
cora21 -0.005 158i .005
corb21 -.0001 198i .0001
cor21 -.005 0.005
c
crmesh31:e flux pedep
cora31 -1 158i 1
corb31 -.0004 298i .0004
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corc31 -.1 .1
c
rmesh41:e flux pedep dose
cora41 -.4 158i .4
corb41 -.001 198i .001
corc41 -.4 .4
endmd
Appendix C. Silvaco Gallium Nitride Simulation Parameter List
Silvaco contains a set of default simulation parameters for gallium nitride (GaN). The following list of parameters has been modified from the default in order to provide a better match of measured data to simulation results. The modified parameters have been researched and are within presently understood ranges of material quality. The modifications and references are discussed in Section 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Parameter</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boltzmann’s Constant</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>J*K$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.38066e-23 J/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary charge</td>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.60219e-19 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permittivity in vacuum</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_0$</td>
<td>F*cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>8.85419e-14 F/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>300 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Voltage</td>
<td>$V_T$</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.025852 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaN Relative</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_R$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band Gap</td>
<td>$E_g$</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Affinity</td>
<td>$\chi$</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction Band</td>
<td>$N_C$</td>
<td>cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>2.24e18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of States</td>
<td>$N_V$</td>
<td>cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>2.51e19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic Carrier Concentration</td>
<td>$n_i$</td>
<td>cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>1.06e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRH Electron Carrier Lifetime</td>
<td>$\tau_n$</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>1e-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRH Hole Carrier Lifetime</td>
<td>$\tau_p$</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>1e-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger Recombination</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Capture Rate</td>
<td>$C^{OPT}$</td>
<td>cm$^3$s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.1e-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron rest mass</td>
<td>$m_0$</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>9.109e-31 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Mass of Tunneling</td>
<td>$m_{eff}$</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Tunneling</td>
<td>$m_e$</td>
<td>$m_0$</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Mass</td>
<td>$m_{et}$</td>
<td>$m_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole Tunneling</td>
<td>$m_p$</td>
<td>$m_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Thermal Velocity</td>
<td>$v_n$</td>
<td>cm*s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>2.61e+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole Thermal Velocity</td>
<td>$v_p$</td>
<td>cm*s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.17e+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Saturation Velocity</td>
<td>$v_{sat,n}$</td>
<td>cm*s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.9e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole Saturation</td>
<td>$v_{sat,p}$</td>
<td>cm*s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.4e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shunt Resistance</td>
<td>$R_{shunt}$</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>2.76e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series Resistance</td>
<td>$R_{series}$</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D. Silvaco GaN Stimulated Input Deck
The Silvaco input deck that follows first describes the mesh structure, the material regions, the contact electrode points, doping concentrations, material properties (parameters), which physics modules to include, and series resistance. The I-V curve is then generated and saved in a file for this 3-keV applied beam example.

```plaintext
go atlas simflags="--160 -P 16"
#The simflags are setup for 160 bit precision and using 16 processors.

#The setting of the Z direction of the device - In this case for 100 micron by 100 micron. This value is a scalar multiplier
mesh width=100

#mesh setup - The values are all in micron
#x mesh values and spacing
#x mesh values and spacing
x.m l=0 s=1
x.m l=100 s=1
x.m l=100 s=1
x.m l=104 s=1
#y mesh values and spacing
y.m l=0 s=0.001
y.m l=0.06 s=0.001
y.m l=0.075 s=0.001
y.m l=0.085 s=0.001
y.m l=0.1 s=0.005
y.m l=1.06 s=0.005
y.m l=1.075 s=0.001
y.m l=1.085 s=0.001
y.m l=1.1 s=0.5
y.m l=3.08 s=0.5

#Setting the regions of the device - GaN, Insulator, and Shunt Resistance
#The GaN Material is set from 0 to 100 micron
region num=1 mat=GaN
#The insulator is set to 100 to 102 micron
region num=2 x.min=100 x.max=102 insulator
#The shunt resistance is set from 102 to 104 micron
region num=3 material=Aluminum x.min=102 x.max=104 conductor

#Electrodes - The connection to the device. The widths are set to match the active area of the device
electr name=anode top x.min=12.5 x.max=87.5
electr name=cathode bot x.min=12.5 x.max=87.5
electr name=restop top x.min=102 x.max=104
electr name=resbot bot x.min=102 x.max=104

#Doping
#Intrinsic Region
doping n.type conc=1e16 x.min=0 x.max=100 y.min=0 y.max=1.08 uniform
#P+ region
doping p.type conc=4e17 x.min=0 x.max=100 gauss junction=0.08
#N+ region
doping n.type conc=3e18 x.min=0 x.max=100 y.min=1.08 y.max=3.08 uniform

#Material Parameters of the device
#Retrieve the default set from Silvaco for GaN
material num=1 kp.set1
#Set the SRH minority carrier lifetime for electrons and holes
material num=1 taun0=1e-12 taup0=1e-12
```
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#Set the conductor region to be highly resistive, to simulate an equivalent shunt resistance
material material=Aluminum resistivity=1.763e13

#GaN material deep level traps
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=0.55 density=2.4e14 sign=2.7e-12 sigp=2.7e-12
degen=1
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=0.65 density=2.1e14 sign=1.7e-14 sigp=1.7e-14
degen=1
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=0.85 density=3.4e14 sign=1.8e-13 sigp=1.8e-13
degen=1
trap mat=GaN donor e.level=1.20 density=2.9e15 sign=4.7e-14 sigp=4.7e-14
degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=3.26 density=1e14 sign=2.3e-17 sigp=2.3e-17
degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=2.91 density=9e14 sign=3.3e-16 sigp=3.3e-16
degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=2.90 density=5.8e14 sign=3.3e-17 sigp=3.3e-17
degen=1
trap mat=GaN acceptor e.level=2.49 density=5.8e15 sign=1e-16 sigp=1e-16
degen=1

#Simulation models used
models material=GaN srh fermi fldmob print optr trap.tunnel
mass.tunnel=0.25

#Setup the EHP generation using the C-interpreter
beam num=1 f.radiate="../Library/newest/3k2.lib"

#Mobility models for GaN, low field and high field
mobility material=GaN fmct.n chen.n chen.p

#Fermi calculation of intrinsic carriers
models material=GaN ni.fermi
method maxtrap=100

#Setup the series resistance connection
contact name=anode resistance=3.72 ohms

#Setup the parallel connection to the shunt resistance
contact name=restop common=anode short
contact name=resbot common=cathode short

#Solve for Zero Bias
solve init

#Save the dark structure file
save outf=3kdark.str

#Incrementally solve the EHP generation
solve b1=0.000005
solve b1=0.00001
solve b1=0.00005
solve b1=0.0001
solve b1=0.0005
solve b1=0.001
solve b1=0.005
solve b1=0.01
solve b1=0.05
solve b1=0.1
solve b1=0.2
solve b1=0.3
solve b1=0.4
solve b1=0.5
solve b1=0.6
solve b1=0.7
solve b1=0.8
solve b1=0.9
solve b1=1
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Save the resulting EHP generated Zero Bias structure
save outf=3klight.str

Sweep the voltage of the device and record the data
log outf=kev$_id$_trial_id$_trap$.log
csv=kev$_id$_trial_id$_trap$.csv
solve vanode=0 vstep=0.02 vfinal=2.5 name=anode cname=anode
log off
quit
Appendix E. Silvaco GaN Stimulated EHP Library File
This subroutine defines the appropriate EHP profile. This routine is then called by the input deck in Appendix D. The EHP profile is calculated from the numerically calculated energy deposition profile from MCNPX model described in Section 2.2. An EHP profile is created for each electron beam energy modeled in MCNPX. The polynomial fit for the EHP profile is shown in Table E-1.

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <template.h>

/*
 * Generation rate as a function of position
 * Statement: BEAM
 * Parameter: F.RADIATE
 * Arguments:
 * x          location x (microns)
 * y          location y (microns)
 * z          location z (microns)
 * t          time (seconds )
 * *rat       generation rate per cc per sec.
 */
int radiate(double x,double y,double z,double t,double *rat)
{
    double result;
    if (x<=100){
        result=2*4.121e8*5*(-
            30400100841440.00*y*y*y*y+183780067368441.00*y*y*y-
            33851276701993.40*y*y+130702366666.75*y+109053865855.30);
        if(result > 0){
            *rat=result;
        } else {
            *rat=0;
        }
    } else {
        *rat=0;
    }
    return(0);    /* 0 - ok */
}

quit
```
Table E-1  Shown are the polynomial coefficients for several keV beam stimulus. The equations are normalized to create 100 EHPs within the volume, according to the device mesh points of the device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>keV</th>
<th>y^6</th>
<th>y^5</th>
<th>y^4</th>
<th>y^3</th>
<th>y^2</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-458573179311</td>
<td>+28671004589</td>
<td>-704331279056</td>
<td>+836590724634</td>
<td>-455502620849</td>
<td>+602679126180</td>
<td>+22057289167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>587000*y^6</td>
<td>9686000*y^5</td>
<td>12800*y^4</td>
<td>3810*y^3</td>
<td>616*y^2</td>
<td>4*y</td>
<td>9.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-250608026133</td>
<td>+367389174130</td>
<td>-553141866637</td>
<td>+13070236666</td>
<td>+10905386585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>340.00*y^4</td>
<td>441.00*y^3</td>
<td>93.40*y^2</td>
<td>93.40*y^2</td>
<td>93.40*y^2</td>
<td>6.75*y</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>272414085101</td>
<td>69.9*y^5</td>
<td>-105849514904</td>
<td>+618536162839</td>
<td>-168841352543</td>
<td>+155115328049</td>
<td>55422075747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>08.9*y^6</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>35.5*y^3</td>
<td>36.8*y^2</td>
<td>36.8*y^2</td>
<td>6.61*y</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-463732098517</td>
<td>+797225906117</td>
<td>-449582180868</td>
<td>+759694191629</td>
<td>+44322999156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.81*y^4</td>
<td>2.25*y^3</td>
<td>0.92*y^2</td>
<td>0.92*y^2</td>
<td>0.92*y^2</td>
<td>0.89*y</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-995935552050</td>
<td>+242345861652</td>
<td>-190835375782</td>
<td>+436561512201</td>
<td>+41142143235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.93*y^4</td>
<td>1*y^3</td>
<td>4.08*y^2</td>
<td>4.08*y^2</td>
<td>4.08*y^2</td>
<td>32*y</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-683566560252</td>
<td>+177498789334</td>
<td>-151626321064</td>
<td>+386101980388</td>
<td>+37266813101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.92*y^4</td>
<td>6.08*y^3</td>
<td>8.57*y^2</td>
<td>8.57*y^2</td>
<td>8.57*y^2</td>
<td>801*y</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-369750609033</td>
<td>+995506634113</td>
<td>-946885175146</td>
<td>+298460996259</td>
<td>+27598060001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.05*y^4</td>
<td>.31*y^3</td>
<td>.33*y^2</td>
<td>.33*y^2</td>
<td>.33*y^2</td>
<td>80*y</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### List of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms

- $^3$H: Tritium
- $^{63}$Ni: Nickel-63
- 2D: 2-Dimensional
- 3D: 3-Dimensional
- 4H-SiC: 4 Hydrogen – Silicon Carbide
- Al$_2$O$_3$: Sapphire
- C: Diamond
- COPT: Optical Capture Rate
- DC: Direct current
- DEC: Direct energy conversion
- EBIC: Electron beam-induced current
- EHP: Electron-hole pair
- eV: Electron volts
- FMCT: Farahmand Modified Caughey Thomas
- GaAs: Gallium Arsenide
- GaN: Gallium Nitride
- GaP: Gallium Phosphide
- Ge: Germanium
- IDEC: Indirect energy conversion
- LED: Light Emitting Diode
- Mg: Magnesium
- MOCVD: Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition
- MPP: Maximum Power Point
- Si: Silicon
- SiC: Silicon Carbide
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Sr  Strontium
SRH  Shockley-Reed-Hall
TCAD  Technology computer-aided design
INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK.